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Abstract: The objective of this study was to determine the effect of the application of Missouri Mathematics Project (MMP) learning models on improving student learning outcomes. The problems discussed in this study was to describe the activities of teachers and students, results and completeness of student learning as well as students' responses using Missouri Mathematics Project (MMP). Missouri Mathematics Project (MMP) is a structured learning models packaged in several steps: review, development, controlled exercise, seat work and assignments. Samples were 26 students of Islamic school Husain Ibn Surabaya, Indonesia. The research instrument is the students, daily test. This research was conducted in two cycles. The results using the learning model of Missouri Mathematics Project (MMP) in the learning process showed that: (1) there is an increased activity of the teacher; (2) there is an increased activity of students; (3) there is an increase in student learning outcomes; (4) there is an increasing mastery of student learning outcomes; and (5) student response was very good.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mathematics is a means to inculcate the habit of using the reasoning in the mindset of someone (Jannah et al., 2013). For most students, math is a subject that is considered difficult, most boring and most frightening and even it is considered as the most significant contributor of students, failure in national final examination.

Madrasa Ibn Husain is one of the Islamic secondary school in Surabaya. The school is more emphasis on soft skills of students morals than hard skill so that most students do not have the motivation to improve ability in regular school subjects, including mathematics. In addition the average score of a math lesson in the school falls below the average. This because teachers are still applying the conventional study in presenting the material resulting in students are less interested in math. Understanding and student learning outcomes also decrease.

According to Jannah et al., (2013), the term model can be understood as a conceptual framework that is used as a guideline for conducting an activity. The learning model is a conceptual framework that describes the procedure for systematically organizing learning experiences to achieve a particular purpose and serves as a guide to plan and carry out a study.

Missouri Mathematics Project (MMP) is a model of structured learning. Step-by-step learning model MMP is a review, development, cooperative work, self-employment and assignment (Jannah et al., 2013). The five steps are expected to obtain increasing students' mathematics learning outcomes better than ever. According to Mustafa (2013), MMP learning model provides the opportunity for students and teachers to be proactive in the learning process. In applying the MMP learning, teacher serves as a facilitator. In addition, the learning model of MMP also coaches cooperation among students in the worksheets of students so that students help each other solving their difficulties and share their thoughts.

Based on the above, the researchers will conduct studies in 9th grade of Madrasa Husain Ibn Surabaya applying Missouri Mathematics Project (MMP) learning model.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

MMP learning model is a structured learning model as well as the structure of the learning of Mathematics packaged in a few, namely:
a. Review: 1. Review the material and, 2. Discussing Homework
b. Development:
1. Presentation of a new idea or expansion of math concepts earlier.
2. Explanation, discussion and demonstration with real example.
c. Controlled exercise: 1. Students respond to questions
   a.2. teachers observe
   a.3. cooperative learning
d. Seat work: students work on exercises individually
e. Assignment / homework (Nugroho et al., 2012)

MMP learning model, has several advantages, including:

- Many materials can be conveyed to the students because it is not too time consuming. That is, the use of time can be set relatively tight.
- Many practice so that the student is trained with various problems.

In addition to the advantages, MMP learning model also has deficiencies, including: less placing students in an active position and students may get bored because they have to do more listening.

The learning result is a change in behavior as a whole and not just one aspect of human potential only. That is, the learning outcomes categorized by education experts as mentioned above is not seen as fragmentary or separated, but comprehensive (Nugroho et al., 2012). Factors that influence learning outcomes can be divided into three categories, namely: internal factors, external factors and learning approach factors (Arifin, 2010).

3. DATA COLLECTION

Data analysis techniques used in this research is descriptive statistical analysis. Data analyzed using descriptive statistical analyses are teacher and student activity, completeness of student learning outcomes and students' responses to learning.

Data activity / teacher's ability to manage learning were analyzed by calculating the average of every aspect of the numbers of meetings carried out.

Table 4.1. Activities Criteria / Teachers' Capability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average Scores (X)</th>
<th>Activities Criteria / Teachers' Capability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 &lt; X ≤ 5</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 &lt; X ≤ 4</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 &lt; X ≤ 3</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 &lt; X ≤ 2</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Muhlisin, 2010)

Data of student learning activities were analyzed in observation sheet through percentage.

Table 4.2. Criteria of Students' Activity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
<th>Criteria of Students' Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 25%</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25% - 50%</td>
<td>Sufficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51% - 75%</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 75%</td>
<td>Very High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Muhlisin, 2010)

Learning outcomes data were analyzed by the summation of all students' test scores obtained and then be divided by the number of students in the class. Students are considered thoroughly have studied if they have reached a score of ≥ 75 and thoroughly studied classically if reached ≥ 85% of the number of students (Arifin, 2010). Response data of student learning were analyzed by summing all aspects of student responses. Student learning is successful if reach medium or high with the percentage of 50% achievement.
4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The results of the study for the first cycle and the second cycle are presented in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observation</th>
<th>Cycle I</th>
<th>Cycle II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teachers’ activities</td>
<td>3.92 (Good)</td>
<td>3.96 (Good)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students’ activities</td>
<td>71.2% (High)</td>
<td>73.9% (High)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Outcomes</td>
<td>79.1</td>
<td>84.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Completeness</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Broadly speaking, the implementation of the first cycle lasted quite well, but there are still some aspects that need improvement, one of which is a classical students, learning completeness that still have not been reached. While on the second cycle there is an increase in the learning process where students' learning completeness has been achieved.

In the first cycle the implementation of learning by teachers already showed good category with a value of 3.92. From observations of researchers, student learning outcomes have been increased, although the completeness of classical study has not yet reached the indicators that have been set. Activities of students in the first cycle showed high class, students listen and pay attention to the explanation of teachers and students also take notes of all the material presented by the teacher. There is an increased student learning outcomes before and after the learning model implemented MMP in the first cycle from 76.7 into 79.1while the classical learning completeness of students decreased from the pre cycle to cycle I, but the value of pre-cycle students in the majority is more than the number of students from 75 and 76.

In the second cycle the implementation of learning by teachers has been demonstrated in both categories with a value of 3.96. From the observations of researchers learning outcomes of students has increased from the first cycle, both the average value of the class students and students' classical learning completeness. The average value of students increased from 79.1 to 84.8 and completeness of classical study is increased from 73% to 88%. Activities of students in the second cycle is more active than cycle one where activity of students in the first cycle and the second cycle have something in common that is showing high category, but on the second cycle there is 7 (seven) students who showed an increase from high criteria to very high. There is an increased students, learning outcomes in the second cycle by applying the learning model of MMP. The average value of students is increased from 79.1 to 84.8. In the second cycle of students' classical learning completeness is increased from 73% to 88%. This shows that students are interested in MMP learning model thus encouraging students to understand the material.

Student questionnaire results showed that MMP learning model can help address students' mathematics learning difficulties because the application of such models are given a lot of practice questions for students ranging from the provision of sample questions when the teacher explains the material until the daily test is conducted.

According to students, classroom atmosphere is more pleasant by using MMP model because students get a variety of forms to look for a way to resolve problems. Students become more daring to ask and active while learning takes place. Also according to them by using MMP model, it can build cooperation among students in completing the questions given by the teacher on cooperative work steps.

5. CONCLUSION

From the results of research and discussion that has been described, it can be concluded that the application of MMP learning model can improve student learning outcomes in madrasa Ibn Husain Surabaya, Indonesia. The results of this study are:

1. Teacher activity is increased in both categories. It is shown from the observations on the second cycle better than the first one - cycle I: 3.92 and the second cycle: 3.96 with a percentage increase from the first cycle to the second cycle is 1.02%.

2. Activities of students have increased to the high category. The activity of students in the second cycle better than the first one - first cycle: 71.2% and cycle II: 73.9% with the percentage increase from the first cycle to the second cycle is 3.9%.
3. Learning outcomes of students have increased from a pre cycle to cycle I. Average value of pre-cycle: 76.7 and the first cycle: 79.1 with a percentage increase of the pre-cycle to the first cycle is 3.13%. Increased student's learning outcomes of the first cycle to the second cycle is 79.1 to 84.8 with a percentage increase from the first cycle to the second cycle is 7.21%.

4. Classical students' learning is completeness decreased from the pre cycle to cycle I from 96% to 73% with the percentage decrease of pre-cycle to the first cycle is 23.96% and increased from the first cycle to the second cycle is from 73% to 88% with the percentage increase from the first cycle to the second cycle is 20.55%.

5. Students' responses from the questionnaire results showed higher category showing that almost all the students enjoy learning model MMP.
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